Feb. 22, 2018   AppState RMI Career Fair (Noon-4pm)
Registered Organizations as of January 5, 2018

- Auto Owners * I, FT
- Builders Mutual* FT
- Burns & Wilcox  FT
- Canal Insurance  FT
- EMC Insurance I, FT
- Falls Lake Insurance*  I, FT
- First Security Insurance*I
- GEICO*  FT
- IIANC I, FT
- iSurity  FT
- Keystone Group I, FT
- Liberty Mutual*  I, FT
- Lockton*  I, FT
- Markel  FT
- Marsh & McLennan I, FT
- Nautilus  I, FT
- Pelnik Insurance*  I, FT
- SCU* (Southern Cross Underwriters) FT
- Selective Insurance FT
- TAPCO I, FT
- Travelers*  FT
- United Heartland*  I, FT
- Westfield Insurance I,

*Interviews on Feb. 23.
I, Looking for **INTERNS**
FT, Looking for **FULL-TIME** hires